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Abstract 
It is well known that apertures placed at the entrance and exit planes of a hemispherical deflector-type analyzer distort the ideal
1/r2 field behaviour, which modifies the central electron trajectories and degrades the energy resolution of the analyzer. In this 
work, we have carried out trajectory simulations for the 1800 hemispherical deflector analyzer (HDA) to obtain the energy 
resolution numerically for the following fringing field correction schemes: Herzog plates, Jost correctors, tilted input lens, end-
field terminators, and the newly reported biased paracentric entry. The biased paracentric entry HDA is shown to be 
advantageous over conventional designs, enjoying greater dispersion and therefore better energy resolution for a given entrance
and exit size apertures, improved focusing characteristics and sharper transmission. Tedious fringing field correction schemes can 
therefore be avoided of particular interest to investigators using modern HDAs.
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1. Introduction 
The dispersion properties of 180° hemispherical deflector analyzers (HDAs) are strongly dependent on the 
fringing fields around their entrance and exit apertures. It is well known that the fringing fields induced by these 
apertures reduce the deflection angle [1], thus degrading the electron focus in the image plane (see Fig. 1(a) and (b)). 
Consequently, the energy resolution of the analyzer is drastically decreased [2]. Various techniques using different 
electrode configurations and processing methods have been intensively investigated to reduce this effect. Four such 
correction schemes are: Herzog correction [3], Jost correction [4], end-field terminators [5] and tilted input lens 
[6,7] (see Fig. 1(c)-(f)). Although each of these schemes is an effective way of minimizing the effects of the fringing 
field and has been incorporated into the construction of some commercially available spectrometers, mechanical 
construction and precision alignment of these correctors are particularly cumbersome and problematic. Other 
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difficulties include imperfections in the machining or assembly of the corrector electrodes, reduced transmission, 
and smaller effective energy window. The latter two are particularly important for use with large area position 
sensitive detectors (PSDs). For all cases shown in Fig. 1, refocusing of the electrons can also be achieved by tilting 
all input beam angles towards the outer (R2) electrode by a fixed amount, obtaining similar ray bundles as in a truly 
ideal field. Although this angular correction allows for a larger acceptance angle and hence a higher transmission 
efficiency, extra control potentials are required for tilting the beam at both entry and exit [2]. The focusing 
properties of the HDA can also be significantly improved by using end-field terminators (see Fig. 1(f)); in this case, 
however, transmission losses, as well as secondary emission at the window grids, cannot be avoided [1]. 
Fig. 1. (Colour online.) Schematic comparison of HDA fringing field corrector schemes. Electron trajectories (in red) in an ideal field (a) are 
properly refocused on to a PSD at exit, while in an HDA with real apertures (b) the induced inhomogeneous field (e.g. distorted equipotential 
lines in green, 0 V line in blue) deflects the electrons according to their input angle seriously distorting their image. This problem is cured to 
various degree using the Herzog corrector [3] (c), Jost corrector [4] (d), tilted input lens [6,7] (e), end-field terminators [5] (f), positive bias 
paracentric entry [8] (g), and negative bias paracentric entry HDA [10,11] (h). All HDAs are identical with R1 = 72.4 mm, R2 = 130.8 mm, 
constructed in SIMION according to optimal specifications [13]. 
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As in the cases discussed above, optimization of the fringing field at the entrance and exit of HDAs is of extreme 
importance if position sensitive detection is to be used in order to span a significant (~10% of pass energy) fraction 
of the energy distribution. Recently, fringing field compensation has also been achieved by the use of asymmetric 
entry conditions at the entry of the analyzer (so-called biased paracentric entry HDA), where the entry position 0R
and its bias )(~~ 00 RVV   are set very differently from the conventional entry conditions which require RR  0 and
0~0  V  (where 2/)( 21 RRR  , here we also use mm6.101  SRR  – see also Fig. 1). This kind of geometrical 
arrangement was first reported by Benis and Zouros [8,9] for an HDA with large electrode separations 
( mm58)( 12 #{' RRR ) required for the use of PSDs. In a previous work [10,11], we have performed a systematic 
search for the optimal values of 0R  and 0
~V
 that minimize the energy resolution over the entire range 201 RRR   for 
both positive and negative values of 0
~V , thus extending the study of Ref. [8] to also include negative bias entry 
conditions. As a second step, we compared the performance of the most common fringing field correction schemes 
for the same HDA. Our simulations, obtained by ray tracing [12], indicate that for particular combinations of 
asymmetric entrance positions 0R  and non-zero entry potentials 0
~
0 zV , the focus point can be moved back on to the 
exit plane, thus avoiding the necessity of tedious further correction schemes (see Fig. 1(g) and (h)). 
2. Trajectory simulations 
It is common today to utilize the numerical approach to evaluate the dispersion properties of HDAs by looking at 
the base width along the electron ray bundle started from a point or extended source with an equally spaced angular 
spread. Applied to this work, the numerical approach makes it possible to include entrance and exit apertures or 
corrector electrodes to shape and control fringe fields which are very hard to calculate analytically. In simulations of 
HDAs with strong fringing fields, therefore, the ray-tracing method based on the finite difference approach for 
electrostatic field distributions is often used, and the fringe field effects are usually investigated by integrating the 
Laplace’s equation numerically, since it is not always easy to express the electrostatic fringing field or the resulting 
trajectories as analytical functions [14]. From the entrance ground plane ( 0 pV ), where the initial values of 
launching radius r0 and kinetic energy E are assumed to be given, the entrance fringing field trajectory is propagated 
until the particle is well into the central 1/r2 field (Ȧ = 35° – 150°), as shown in Fig. 2 (left). The radial electric field 
(normalized to that of the ideal field k/r2) Hr is shown for each arrangement of Fig. 1 as a function of orbit angle Ȧ.
The exit radial positions rʌ and base width ǻrʌ at the exit plane were computed for each case using SIMION [12]. In 
SIMION, electron trajectories were simulated for the resulting potential using ten points per millimetre resolution to 
reproduce the shape with high precision [13]. Randomized electron packages with starting parameters were also 
used for the simulations of intensity distribution. 
Fig. 2. (Colour online.) Left: Normalized (to ideal) electric field Hr as a function of orbit angle Ȧ. Right: Exit radial base width ǻrʌ versus 
maximum entrance angle Dmax. Results for electrons with energy E = 1000 eV in the HDAs of Fig. 1. 
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3. Results and discussion 
Because of the large inter-radial distance between the electrodes of the analyzer, 12 RRR {' , fringing fields 
would be very troublesome if not corrected. To compare the focusing properties of the different correctors, Sr'  is 
computed as a function of the maximum entry angle maxD  at the pass energy E0. The results are shown in Fig. 2 
(right) for the HDA cases of Fig 1. The dramatic changes for real apertures in Sr'  are due to the presence of fringe 
fields. As can be seen in Fig. 2 (right), Sr'  for the paracentric entry HDAs almost coincide with that of the ideal 
field HDA, whereas for other cases it is much larger, especially with real apertures. 
More realistic information on the performance of the HDAs and the effect of the source size on the line shape 
was investigated as a function of maxD  and R0 for all cases described above. Fig. 3 (left) compares the corresponding 
line shapes as a function of their energy for electrons emitted from a point source ( 0r' ) and extended sources with 
0r'  = 0.5 mm and 1 mm for energy E = 1000 eV. As expected, the calculated line shapes were substantially broader 
for the extended source. The line shapes for different incident energies are also shown in Fig. 3 (right). 
Fig. 3. (Colour online.) Line shapes for ideal field, real aperture, Herzog correction, Jost correction, and two paracentric entry HDAs for point 
source (ǻr0 = 0) (left top and right) and extended source (left middle: ǻr0 = 0.5 mm and bottom: ǻr0 = 1 mm). All calculated trajectories 
correspond to HDAs described in Fig. 1, tuned to the pass energy E0 = 1000 eV and launched from the entry positions r0, for R0–ǻr0/2  r0 
R0+ǻr0/2, with R0 = 101.6 mm (except for paracentric entries at R0 = 82.55 mm and R0 = 116 mm) and incident angle |D|  Dmax = 2°, with energy 
E of 1000 eV (left), and 950 eV (right top) and 1050 eV (right bottom). 
The line shape simulations used a Monte Carlo approach in which both entry position r0 and launching angle D
were randomly sampled independently over the values 2/2/ 0000 0 rRrrR 'dd'  with mm6.1010   RR  and 
q d 2maxDD , assuming uniform illumination of the entry aperture region 0r'  for fixed energies of 1000 eV. An 
electron beam width of 0r'  at the entry of the HDA gives rise to an approximately equal size beam width at the exit. 
Although the dispersion due to the launching position 0r  is clearly symmetrical about the central radius, the 
dispersion due to the initial incident angle D is clearly non-symmetric about D = 0°. The ideal field electron 
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trajectory could be nearly reproduced by employing an arrangement of paracentric entry HDAs that satisfied the 
empirically determined special conditions, R0 = 82.55 mm and J = 1.5, and R0 = 116 mm and J = 0.5. The bias 
parameter J controls the electrode potentials 1
~V
 and 2
~V , in such a way that the corresponding ideal HDA has entry 
bias 00 /)1(
~ EV J 
 (for more details see [10,11]). Clearly observed for the paracentric HDAs are the improved 
focusing conditions at the exit. Thus, the use of the paracentric HDA constitutes a very effective way to compensate 
the adverse effects of fringing fields and improve the resolution, without the need for any additional correctors. 
Two main configurations of biased paracentric entry HDAs were studied numerically, which can be used for 
building new electrostatic energy analyzers with both high-energy resolution ability (first-order focusing) and high 
transmission, which do not require any fringe-field correction systems. 
We will be able to test these predictions in our laboratory using our coincidence spectrometer which is designed, 
and manufactured at Afyon Kocatepe University in Turkey. 
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